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Grow better not bigger with proven low-tech, human-scale, biointensive farming methods
“Few books have grabbed my attention as dramatically as this one—because it’s ultimately doable for thousands of would-be food and farm healers.” —Joel Salatin, Polyface Farm Grow
better not bigger with proven low-tech, human-scale, biointensive farming methods Making a
living wage farming without big capital outlay or acreages may be closer than you think.
Growing on just 1.5 acres, Jean-Martin and Maude-Helene feed more than 200 families
through their thriving CSA and seasonal market stands. The secret of their success is the lowtech, high-yield production methods they’ve developed by focusing on growing better rather
than growing bigger, making their operation more lucrative and viable in the process. The
Market Gardener is a compendium of proven horticultural techniques and innovative growing
methods. This complete guide is packed with practical information on: · Setting-up a microfarm by designing biologically intensive cropping systems, all with negligible capital outlay ·
Farming without a tractor and minimizing fossil fuel inputs through the use of the best hand
tools, appropriate machinery and minimum tillage practices · Growing mixed vegetables
systematically with attention to weed and pest management, crop yields, harvest periods and
pricing approaches. Inspired by the French intensive tradition of maraichage and by iconic
American vegetable grower Eliot Coleman, author and farmer Jean-Martin shows by example
how to start a market garden and make it both very productive and profitable. “Very well done
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and should be of great use to market growers everywhere.” —Eliot Coleman, organic farming
pioneer and author of The New Organic Grower “Both visionary and practical, it is a work of
rare intelligence.” —Charles Herve-Gruyer, permaculture teacher and grower at la Fermedu
BecHellouin, France
Principles and farm-tested practices for no-till market gardening--for healthier, more productive
soil! From the host of the popular The No-Till Market Garden Podcast—heard around the world
with over 850k downloads! Discovering how to meet the soil’s needs is the key task for every
market gardener. In this comprehensive guide, Farmer Jesse Frost shares all he has learned
through experience and experimentation with no-till practices on his home farm in Kentucky
and from interviews and visits with highly successful market gardeners in his role as host of
The No-Till Market Garden Podcast. The Living Soil Handbook is centered around the three
basic principles of no-till market gardening: Disturb the soil as little as possible Keep it covered
as much as possible Keep it planted as much as possible. Farmer Jesse then guides readers
in applying those principles to their own garden environment, with their own materials, to meet
their own goals. Beginning with an exploration of the importance of photosynthesis to living
soil, Jesse provides in-depth information on: Turning over beds Using compost and mulch Path
management Incorporating biology, maintaining fertility Cover cropping Diversifying plantings
through intercropping Production methods for seven major crops Throughout, the book
emphasizes practical information on all the best tools and practices for growers who want to
build their livelihood around maximizing the health of their soil. Farmer Jesse reminds growers
that “as possible” is the mantra for protecting the living soil: disturb the soil as little as you
possibly can in your context. He does not believe that growers should anguish over what does
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and does not qualify as “no-till.” If you are using a tool to promote soil life and biology, that’s
the goal. Jesse’s goal with The Living Soil Handbook is to provide a comprehensive set of
options, materials, and field-tested practices to inspire growers to design a soil-nurturing no-till
system in their unique garden or farm ecosystem. "[A] practical, informative debut. . .
.Gardeners interested in sustainable agriculture will find this a great place to start."—Publishers
Weekly "Frost offers a comprehensive, science-based, sympathetic, wholly practical guide to
soil building, that most critical factor in vegetable gardening for market growers and home
gardeners alike. A gift to any vegetable plot that will keep on giving."—Booklist (starred review)
An essential guide to composting for all gardeners and environmentally conscious people This
revised edition of The Rodale Book of Composting includes all the latest in new techniques,
technology, and equipment. Gardeners know composting is the best way to feed the soil and
turn food scraps into fresh produce, but even urbanites can get on board thanks to programs
like compost pickup and citywide food waste initiatives—there’s no better way to reduce landfill
waste (and subsequent emissions) and dependence on fossil fuels while nourishing the earth.
The Rodale Book of Composting offers easy-to-follow instructions for making and using
compost; helpful tips for apartment dwellers, suburbanites, farmers, and community leaders;
and ecologically sound solutions to growing waste-disposal problems.
An insider's guide to market gardening and farming for those in the business of growing and
selling food, flowers, herbs, or plants. Market Farming Success identifies the key areas that
usually trip up beginners—and shows how to avoid those obstacles. This book will help the
aspiring or beginning farmer advance quickly and confidently through the inevitable learning
curve of starting a new business. Written by the editor of Growing for Market, a respected trade
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journal for market farmers, Market Farming Success condenses decades of growing
experience from every part of the United States and Canada. It focuses on the factors that are
common to market gardeners everywhere and offers professional advice that includes: • How
much you'll need to spend to start a market farming business; • How much you can expect to
earn; • Which crops bring in the most money—and whether you should grow them; • The
essential tools and equipment you will need; • The best places to sell your products; • How to
keep records to maximize profits and minimize taxes; • Tricks of the trade that will make you
more efficient in the greenhouse, field, and market. This new Chelsea Green edition of a 2006
classic is greatly updated and expanded, and includes full-color photos, charts, and graphs,
plus many inspiring and instructive profiles of successful market-farming pioneers.
A system for regenerating land, storing carbon, and creating climate resilience The concept of
silvopasture challenges our notions of both modern agriculture and land use. For centuries,
European settlers of North America have engaged in practices that separate the field from the
forest, and even the food from the animal. Silvopasture systems integrate trees, animals, and
forages in a whole-system approach that offers a number of benefits to the farmer and the
environment. Such a system not only offers the promise of ecological regeneration of the land,
but also an economical livelihood and even the ability to farm extensively while buffering the
effects of a changing climate: increased rainfall, longer droughts, and more intense storm
events. Silvopasture, however, involves more than just allowing animals into the woodlot. It is
intentional, steeped in careful observation skills and flexible to the dynamics of such a complex
ecology. It requires a farmer who understands grassland ecology, forestry, and animal
husbandry. The farmer needn't be an expert in all of these disciplines, but familiar enough with
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them to make decisions on a wide variety of time scales. A silvopasture system will inevitably
look different from year to year, and careful design coupled with creativity and visioning for the
future are all part of the equation. In this book, farmer Steve Gabriel offers examples of diverse
current systems that include: A black locust plantation for fence posts coupled with summer
grazing pastures for cattle in central New York; Oxen and pigs used to clear forested land in
New Hampshire to create space for new market gardens and orchards; Turkeys used for
controlling pests and fertilization on a cider orchard and asparagus farm in New York; and
Sheep that graze the understory of hybrid chestnut and hickory trees at a nut nursery in
Minnesota. All of these examples share common goals, components, and philosophies. The
systems may take several years to establish, but the long-term benefits include healthier
animals and soils, greater yields, and the capacity to sequester atmospheric carbon better than
forests or grasslands alone. For all these reasons and more, Silvopasture offers farmers an
innovative and ecological alternative to conventional grazing practice.
In this updated 2nd edition of California Fruit & Vegetable Gardening, the critical elements of
climate, soil, sun, and water are addressed to ensure your success, no matter which part of
The Golden State you call home. California's diverse and unique growing conditions offer
special challenges to food gardeners. Whether you garden in the southern, central, or northern
part of the state, you'll find the answers you're looking for. From soil preparation and starting
seeds to safely managing California's most troublesome vegetable garden pests, author Claire
Splan guides you to your most productive garden ever. Inside, you'll find detailed profiles of
over 60 edible plants that thrive in California's distinctive growing conditions, including favorites
like avocados, tomatoes, passion fruits, eggplants, beets and pomegranates. In addition to
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vegetables and fruits, also featured are popular herbs. Helpful charts and planting graphs keep
you on track, while the garden maintenance tips found throughout ensure a lush, productive,
and high-yielding garden. Whether you grow in containers, raised beds, an extensive kitchen
garden, a community garden, or a backyard veggie patch, California Fruit & Vegetable
Gardening serves as an invaluable resource to West Coast gardeners, regardless of whether
you're a first-time grower or an experienced Master Gardener. California Fruit & Vegetable
Gardening is part of the regional Fruit & Vegetable Gardening series from Cool Springs Press.
Other books in the series include Texas Fruit & Vegetable Gardening, Mid-Atlantic Fruit &
Vegetable Gardening, Carolinas Fruit & Vegetable Gardening, and many others.
How to produce fresh, delicious, healthy good from your home garden year-round.

There are twenty million acres of lawns in North America. In their current form, these
unproductive expanses of grass represent a significant financial and environmental
cost. However, viewed through a different lens, they can also be seen as a tremendous
source of opportunity. Access to land is a major barrier for many people who want to
enter the agricultural sector, and urban and suburban yards have huge potential for
would-be farmers wanting to become part of this growing movement. The Urban
Farmer is a comprehensive, hands-on, practical manual to help you learn the
techniques and business strategies you need to make a good living growing high-yield,
high-value crops right in your own backyard (or someone else's). Major benefits
include: Low capital investment and overhead costs Reduced need for expensive
infrastructure Easy access to markets Growing food in the city means that fresh crops
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may travel only a few blocks from field to table, making this innovative approach the
next logical step in the local food movement. Based on a scalable, easily reproduced
business model, The Urban Farmer is your complete guide to minimizing risk and
maximizing profit by using intensive production in small leased or borrowed spaces.
Curtis Stone is the owner/operator of Green City Acres, a commercial urban farm
growing vegetables for farmers markets, restaurants, and retail outlets. During his
slower months, Curtis works as a public speaker, teacher, and consultant, sharing his
story to inspire a new generation of farmers.
A practical, systems-based approach for a more sustainable farming operation To many
people today, using the words “factory” and “farm” in the same sentence is nothing
short of sacrilege. In many cases, though, the same sound business practices apply
whether you are producing cars or carrots. Author Ben Hartman and other young
farmers are increasingly finding that incorporating the best new ideas from business
into their farming can drastically cut their wastes and increase their profits, making their
farms more environmentally and economically sustainable. By explaining the lean
system for identifying and eliminating waste and introducing efficiency in every aspect
of the farm operation, The Lean Farm makes the case that small-scale farming can be
an attractive career option for young people who are interested in growing food for their
community. Working smarter, not harder, also prevents the kind of burnout that start-up
farmers often encounter in the face of long, hard, backbreaking labor. Lean principles
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grew out of the Japanese automotive industry, but they are now being followed on
progressive farms around the world. Using examples from his own family’s one-acre
community-supported farm in Indiana, Hartman clearly instructs other small farmers in
how to incorporate lean practices in each step of their production chain, from starting a
farm and harvesting crops to training employees and selling goods. While the intended
audience for this book is small-scale farmers who are part of the growing local food
movement, Hartman’s prescriptions for high-value, low-cost production apply to farms
and businesses of almost any size or scale that hope to harness the power of lean in
their production processes.
“Updated for its 30th anniversary edition; [This book] remains as relevant as
ever.”—New York Times Book Review Since its original publication in 1989, The New
Organic Grower has been one of the most important farming books available, with
pioneer Eliot Coleman leading the charge in the organic movement in the United
States. Now fully illustrated and updated, this 30th Anniversary Edition is a must-have
for any agricultural library. Eliot Coleman’s books and innovative methods have helped
innumerable organic farmers build successful farms in deep accordance with nature.
The wisdom in this seminal book holds true even as the modern agricultural canon has
grown—in large part due to Coleman’s influence as a wise elder with decades of
experience. New information has been included in this edition to showcase the new
tools and techniques that Eliot has been developing over the last thirty-five years.
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Inspired by the European intensive growers, The New Organic Grower, 30th
Anniversary Edition, offers a very approachable and productive form of farming that has
proven to work well for the earth and its stewards for centuries. Gardeners working on
2.5 acres or less will find this book especially useful, as it offers proof that small-scale
market growers and serious home gardeners can live good lives close to the land and
make a profit at the same time. The New Organic Grower is ideal for young farmers just
getting started, or gardeners seeking to expand into a more productive enterprise. New
material in this edition includes: Beautiful color photographs throughout, taken by
master gardener and author Barbara Damrosch (Eliot’s wife and co-farmer) Updated
information throughout on how Eliot’s practices have changed through his experiments
over the years A new section from Damrosch about incorporating flowers on the small
farm More information on new tools Eliot has invented that don’t appear in any of his
other books
Explains how to grow and harvest vegetables throughout the year in mobile plastic
greenhouses that use little heat, covering topics such as greenhouse design and
construction, soil preparation, weed control, pests, and summer and winter crops.
Author Zach Loeks brings together his passion for sustainable permaculture food
production systems and beautiful, vibrant illustrations to provide a highly visual guide to
the smooth integration of permaculture into the market garden, without use of major
equipment or operation changes. Profiling crops and ecosystem-based systems, Loeks
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demonstrates a profitable, sustainable and approachable model for the future of market
gardening.
The Bec Hellouin model for growing food, sequestering carbon, creating jobs, and
increasing biodiversity without using fossil fuels When Charles and Perrine HervéGruyer set out to create their farm in an historic Normandy village, they had no idea just
how much their lives would change. Neither one had ever farmed before. Charles had
been circumnavigating the globe by sail, operating a floating school that taught students
about ecology and indigenous cultures. Perrine had been an international lawyer in
Japan. Each had returned to France to start a new life. Eventually, Perrine joined
Charles in Normandy, and Le Ferme du Bec Hellouin was born. Bec Hellouin has since
become a celebrated model of innovative, ecological agriculture in Europe, connected
to national and international organizations addressing food security, heralded by
celebrity chefs as well as the Slow Food movement, and featured in the inspiring César
and COLCOA award-winning documentary film, Demain ("Tomorrow"). Miraculous
Abundance is the eloquent tale of the couple’s evolution from creating a farm to sustain
their family to delving into an experiment in how to grow the most food possible, in the
most ecological way possible, and create a farm model that can carry us into a postcarbon future—when oil is no longer moving goods and services, energy is scarcer, and
localization is a must. Today, the farm produces a variety of vegetables using a mix of
permaculture, bio-intensive, four-season, and natural farming techniques--as well as
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techniques gleaned from native cultures around the world. It has some animals for eggs
and milk, horses for farming, a welcome center, a farm store, a permaculture school, a
bread oven for artisan breads, greenhouses, a cidery, and a forge. It has also become
the site of research focusing on how small organic farms like theirs might confront
Europe’s (and the world’s) projected food crisis. But in this honest and engaging
account of the trials and joys of their uncompromising effort, readers meet two people
who are farming the future as much as they are farming their land. They envision farms
like theirs someday being the hub for a host of other businesses that can drive rural
communities—from bread makers and grain millers to animal care givers and other
tradespeople. Market farmers and home gardeners alike will find much in these pages,
but so will those who’ve never picked up a hoe. The couple’s account of their quest to
design an almost Edenlike farm, hone their practices, and find new ways to feed the
world is an inspiring tale. It is also a love letter to a future in which people increasingly
live in rural communities that rely on traditional skills, locally created and purveyed
goods and services, renewable energy, and greater local governance, but are also
connected to the larger world.
You won’t believe your eyes when you see the size of your harvest! In High-Yield
Vegetable Gardening, authors Colin McCrate and Brad Halm show how you can make
your food garden much more productive, no matter how big or small it is. You’ll learn
their secrets for preparing the soil, selecting and rotating your crops, and mapping out a
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specific customized plan to make the most of your space and your growing season.
Packed with the charts, tables, schedules, and worksheets you need — as well as
record-keeping pages so you can repeat your successes next year — this book is an
essential tool for the serious gardener.
No-till — a method of growing crops and providing pasture without disturbing the soil —
has become an important alternative to standard farming practices. In this
comprehensive guide to successful no-till vegetable farming for aspiring and beginning
farmers, author Daniel Mays, owner and manager of an organic no-till farm in Maine,
outlines the environmental, social, and economic benefits of this system. The methods
described are designed for implementation at the human scale, relying primarily on
human power, with minimal use of machinery. The book presents streamlined planning
and record-keeping tools as well as marketing strategies, and outlines community
engagement programs like CSA, food justice initiatives, and on-farm education.
Follow your zany muse and get creative with your vegetable garden. Niki Jabbour
brings you 73 novel and inspiring food garden designs that include a cocktail garden
featuring all the ingredients for your favorite drinks, a spicy retreat comprising 24
varieties of chile peppers, and a garden that’s devoted to supplying year-round salad
greens. Created by celebrated gardeners, each unique design is accompanied by both
plant lists and charming anecdotes. This fully illustrated collection glitters with off-beat
personality and quirkiness.
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“Stevens has skillfully tied the seemingly mundane—how to grow food, cook, shop, stay
healthy—to our deepest spiritual and transformative aspirations.” —Toby Hemenway,
author of Gaia’s Garden How can we embrace the absolute necessity of preserving
and protecting the earth for our descendants, creating a future in which there is still
clean water to drink, fresh air to breathe, and fresh, healthy food vital to human
existence? Grow Create Inspire is a rallying cry, itself an inspiration urging all of us to
help fill the vital need for growth—not only of food, but also in the hearts and the minds
of individuals around the globe. Focusing on step-by-step approaches to accumulating
skills toward self-sufficiency, Grow Create Inspire is a comprehensive guide to creating
a beautiful, regenerative, and deeply satisfying life, covering everything from basic and
more advanced growing tips, preparing and preserving harvest, and generally greening
those aspects of life which bring about happiness, including, food, art, music, beauty,
and time in nature. Increasing individual happiness ultimately leads to creating positive
changes in our families and communities, and empowering others to do the same.
Together, we can grow, create, and inspire a new world of beauty and abundance,
while helping ensure our descendants can do the same in a healthy, vibrant world.
“The perfect read for anyone searching to transform their time on this earth into a truly
satisfying journey! . . . Certainly a powerful antidote for these times of decadent
destruction—full of wise words and useful suggestions to help recreate Eden here on
Earth.” —Jenni Blackmore, author, Permaculture for the Rest of Us
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A new edition of the classic gardening handbook details a simple yet highly effective
gardening system, based on a grid of one-foot by one-foot squares, that produces big
yields with less space and with less work than with conventional row gardens. Reissue.
30,000 first printing.
The first graphic novel guide to growing a successful raised bed vegetable garden, from
planning, prepping, and planting, to troubleshooting, care, and harvesting. “A fun read
packed with practical advice, it’s the perfect resource for new gardeners, guiding you
through every step to plant, grow, and harvest a thriving and productive food
garden.”—Joe Lamp’l, founder and creator of the Online Gardening Academy Like
having your own personal gardening mentor at your side, The Comic Book Guide to
Growing Food is the story of Mia, an eager young professional who wants to grow her
own vegetables but doesn't know where to start, and George, her retired neighbor who
loves gardening and walks her through each step of the process. Throughout the book,
"cheat sheets" sum up George's key facts and techniques, providing a handy quick
reference for anyone starting their first vegetable garden, including how to find the best
location, which vegetables are easiest to grow, how to pick out the healthiest plants at
the store, when (and when not) to water, how to protect your plants from pests, and
what to do with extra produce if you grow too much. If you are a visual learner,
beginning gardener, looking for something new, or have struggled to grow vegetables in
the past, you'll find this unique illustrated format ideal because many gardening
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concepts--from proper planting techniques to building raised beds--are easier to grasp
when presented visually, step by step. Easy and entertaining, The Comic Book Guide
to Growing Food makes homegrown vegetables fun and achievable.
"Earn top dollar, with minimum effort and maximum profits. Grow high-value crops in
small spaces, efficiently and quickly. Improve your garden soil for super yields and
superb flavor. Create markets that are profitable, reliable, fun and sustainable. Improve
your garden soil for super yields and superb flavor. Buy or build tools that speed your
work and increase profits. Enjoy a guaranteed salary from community supported
agriculture or a membership garden. Find your market niche in: membership gardening,
community supported agriculture, farmers' markets, card table in your front yard, farm
stands, clientele membership clubs, producers cooperatives, restaurants, caterers,
institutions, pick your own and even growing specialty crops for your neighbor's salsa
recipe." -- Amazon.com viewed January 22, 2021.
This book is for anyone who is interested in selling some produce for profit - whether
just surplus from a vegetable garden or wholesale from a fully developed professional
business. It takes you step by step through all the aspects you'll need to think about,
including: finding land, winning customers and marketing your produce, working out
what equipment you'll need, sourcing funding, managing your accounts and doing the
tax and legal paperwork.
Small is beautiful, and these 15 real farm plans show that small-scale farmers can have
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big-time success. Compact Farms is an illustrated guide for anyone dreaming of
starting, expanding, or perfecting a profitable farming enterprise on five acres or less.
The farm plans explain how to harness an area’s water supply, orientation, and
geography in order to maximize efficiency and productivity while minimizing effort.
Profiles of well-known farmers such as Eliot Coleman and Jean-Martin Fortier show that
farming on a small scale in any region, in both urban and rural settings, can provide
enough income to turn the endeavor from hobby to career. These real-life plans and
down-and-dirty advice will equip you with everything you need to actually realize your
farm dreams.
Many people want to grow fruit on a small scale but lack the insight to be successful
orchardists. Growing tree fruits and berries is something virtually anyone with space
and passionate desire can do - given wise guidance and a personal commitment to
observe the teachings of the trees. A holistic grower knows that producing fruit is not
about manipulating nature but more importantly, fostering nature. Orcharding then
becomes a fascinating adventure sure to provide your family with all sorts of mouthwatering fruit. The Holistic Orchard demystifies the basic skills everybody should know
about the inner-workings of the orchard ecosystem, as well as orchard design, soil
biology, and organic health management. Detailed insights on grafting, planting,
pruning, and choosing the right varieties for your climate are also included, along with a
step-by-step instructional calendar to guide growers through the entire orchard year.
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The extensive profiles of pome fruits (apples, pears, asian pears, quinces), stone fruits
(cherries, peaches, nectarines, apricots, plums), and berries (raspberries, blackberries,
blueberries, gooseberries, currants, and elderberries) will quickly have you savoring the
prospects. Phillips completely changed the conversation about healthy orcharding with
his first bestselling book, The Apple Grower, and now he takes that dialogue even
further, drawing connections between home orcharding and permaculture; the
importance of native pollinators; the world of understory plantings with shade-tolerant
berry bushes and other insectary plants; detailed information on cover crops and
biodiversity; and the newest research on safe, homegrown solutions to pest and
disease challenges. All along the way, Phillips' expertise and enthusiasm for healthy
growing shines through, as does his ability to put the usual horticultural facts into an
integrated ecology perspective. This book will inspire beginners as well as provide
deeper answers for experienced fruit growers looking for scientific organic approaches.
Exciting times lie ahead for those who now have every reason in the world to
confidently plant that very first fruit tree!

Provides step-by-step instructions on how to make crop production more efficient
and offers advice on farm operations, managing employees, and office
procedures, along with a DVD featuring a workshop and an interview with the
author.
The Homesteader’s Natural Chicken Keeping Handbook is the modern
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homesteader’s guide to raising, feeding, breeding, selling, and enjoying the
noblest animal on the farm—the chicken. From the rooster’s crow in the morning,
to the warm egg in the nesting box, chickens are the gateway livestock for almost
every homesteader and backyard farm enthusiast. In this book, you’ll learn
everything you need to know about raising chickens naturally. Fewell guides you
in: understanding why chickens do what they do creating your very own poultry or
egg business preventing and treating ailments with herbal remedies setting up
your property, coop, and brooder hatching chicks purchasing chickens properly
cooking delicious recipes with your farm fresh eggs and poultry. This is heritage
chicken keeping skills 101, with a modern twist. Not only will you gain knowledge
about naturally keeping chickens through every stage of their lives, but you’ll
fully embrace the joy and ease of raising all-natural chickens on your homestead.
Josh Volk, author of the best-selling Compact Farms, offers small-scale farmers
an in-depth guide to building customized equipment that will save time and
money and introduce much-needed efficiencies to their operations. Volk begins
with the basics, such as setting up a workshop and understanding design
principles, mechanical principles, and materials properties, then presents plans
for making 15 tools suited to small-farm tasks and processes. Each project
includes an explanation of the tool’s purpose and use, as well as the time
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commitment, skill level, and equipment required to build it. Projects range from
the super-simple (requiring a half-day to build) to the more complex, and include
how-to photographs and illustrations with variations for customizing the finished
implement. Along with instructions for building items such as simple seedling
benches, a mini barrel washer, a DIY germination chamber, and a rolling pack
table, Volk addresses systems design for farm efficiency, including how to design
an effective drip irrigation system and how to set up spreadsheets for collecting
important planning, planting, and market data. This publication conforms to the
EPUB Accessibility specification at WCAG 2.0 Level AA.
Growing for 100 - the complete year-round guide for the small-scale market
grower. Across North America, an agricultural renaissance is unfolding. A
growing number of market gardeners are emerging to feed our appetite for
organic, regional produce. But most of the available resources on food production
are aimed at the backyard or hobby gardener who wants to supplement their
family's diet with a few homegrown fruits and vegetables. Targeted at serious
growers in every climate zone, Sustainable Market Farming is a comprehensive
manual for small-scale farmers raising organic crops sustainably on a few acres.
Informed by the author's extensive experience growing a wide variety of fresh,
organic vegetables and fruit to feed the approximately one hundred members of
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Twin Oaks Community in central Virginia, this practical guide provides: Detailed
profiles of a full range of crops, addressing sowing, cultivation, rotation,
succession, common pests and diseases, and harvest and storage Information
about new, efficient techniques, season extension, and disease resistant
varieties Farm-specific business skills to help ensure a successful, profitable
enterprise Whether you are a beginning market grower or an established
enterprise seeking to improve your skills, Sustainable Market Farming is an
invaluable resource and a timely book for the maturing local agriculture
movement. Pam Dawling is a contributing editor with Growing for Market
magazine. An avid vegetable grower, she has been farming as a member of Twin
Oaks Community in central Virginia for over twenty years, where she helps grow
food for around one hundred people on three and a half acres, and provides
training in sustainable vegetable production.
Scientist/gardener Carol Deppe combines her passion for organic gardening with
newly emerging scientific information from many fields — resilience science,
climatology, climate change, ecology, anthropology, paleontology, sustainable
agriculture, nutrition, health, and medicine. In the last half of The Resilient
Gardener, Deppe extends and illustrates these principles with detailed
information about growing and using five key crops: potatoes, corn, beans,
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squash, and eggs. In this book you’ll learn how to: •Garden in an era of
unpredictable weather and climate change •Grow, store, and use more of your
own staple crops •Garden efficiently and comfortably (even if you have a bad
back) •Grow, store, and cook different varieties of potatoes and save your own
potato seed •Grow the right varieties of corn to make your own gourmet-quality
fast-cooking polenta, cornbread, parched corn, corn cakes, pancakes and even
savory corn gravy •Make whole-grain, corn-based breads and cakes using the
author’s original gluten-free recipes involving no other grains, artificial binders, or
dairy products •Grow and use popbeans and other grain legumes •Grow, store,
and use summer, winter, and drying squash •Keep a home laying flock of ducks
or chickens; integrate them with your gardening, and grow most of their feed. The
Resilient Gardener is both a conceptual and a hands-on organic gardening book,
and is suitable for vegetable gardeners at all levels of experience. Resilience
here is broadly conceived and encompasses a full range of problems, from
personal hard times such as injuries, family crises, financial problems, health
problems, and special dietary needs (gluten intolerance, food allergies,
carbohydrate sensitivity, and a need for weight control) to serious regional and
global disasters and climate change. It is a supremely optimistic as well as
realistic book about how resilient gardeners and their vegetable gardens can
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flourish even in challenging times and help their communities to survive and
thrive through everything that comes their way — from tomorrow through the next
thousand years. Organic gardening, vegetable gardening, self-sufficiency,
subsistence gardening, gluten-free living.
With more than 45,000 sold since 1989, The New Organic Grower has become a
modern classic. In this newly revised and expanded edition, master grower Eliot
Coleman continues to present the simplest and most sustainable ways of
growing top-quality organic vegetables. Coleman updates practical information
on marketing the harvest, on small-scale equipment, and on farming and
gardening for the long-term health of the soil. The new book is thoroughly
updated, and includes all-new chapters such as: Farm-Generated Fertility—how to
meet your soil-fertility needs from the resources of your own land, even if manure
is not available. The Moveable Feast—how to construct home-garden and
commercial-scale greenhouses that can be easily moved to benefit plants and
avoid insect and disease build-up. The Winter Garden—how to plant, harvest, and
sell hardy salad crops all winter long from unheated or minimally heated
greenhouses. Pests—how to find "plant-positive" rather than "pest-negative"
solutions by growing healthy, naturally resistant plants. The Information
Resource—how and where to learn what you need to know to grow delicious
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organic vegetables, no matter where you live. Written for the serious gardener or
small market farmer, The New Organic Grower proves that, in terms of both
efficiency and profitability, smaller can be better.
A totally modern, all-purpose handbook for today’s agricultural
dreamers—covering the challenges and triumphs of launching any successful
farm—from two leading lights in sustainable farming Do you dream of starting your
own farm but wonder where to begin? Or do you already have a farm but wish to
become more sustainable to compete in today's market? Start Your Farm, the
first comprehensive business guide of its kind, covers these essential questions
and more: Why be a farmer in the 21st century? Do you have what it takes?
What does sustainable really mean, and how can a small (as little as one acre) to
midsize farm survive alongside commodity-scale agriculture? How do you access
education, land, and other needs with limited capital? How can you reap an
actual profit, including a return on land investment? How do you build
connections with employees, colleagues, and customers? At the end of the day,
how do you measure success? (Hint: Cash your lifestyle paycheck.) More than a
practical guide, Start Your Farm is a hopeful call to action for anyone who aspires
to grow wholesome, environmentally sustainable food for a living. Take it from
Forrest Pritchard and Ellen Polishuk: Making this dream a reality is not for the
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faint of heart, but it's well within reach—and there's no greater satisfaction under
the sun!
Whether you’re an experienced gardener, homesteader, or market farmer, this
A–Z, soil-to-table guide shows you how to reduce chemical inputs; naturally
enrich your growing ecology; and create a hardy, nutrient-dense, and delicious
crop. "There are few gardeners (or farmers) I know who wouldn’t benefit from
reading Sally Morgan’s new book. . . . The Healthy Vegetable Garden is a
detailed and indispensable resource."—Hobby Farms In The Healthy Vegetable
Garden, expert organic gardener Sally Morgan explains how to use natural
approaches to cope with the challenges of a changing climate through principles
from regenerative gardening, agroecology, and permaculture—all to help your
green space thrive. The Healthy Vegetable Garden shows you how to: Combat
disease and keep pests at bay with natural predators, companion planting, and
trap and barrier crops Choose the right plants to attract pollinators and pest
predators Build a healthy soil full of organic matter, earthworms, and mycorrhizal
fungi Regenerate soil through no-dig practices, composting, cover crops, and
mulching Boost biodiversity through the use of crop rotations and polyculture
Rewild your garden by creating a range of habitats, making use of walls and
fences, log piles, water features, and wild corners Understand plant defenses
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and use biocontrols Make natural barriers, traps, and lures A healthy, productive
garden should work in harmony with nature to produce and protect delicious fruits
and vegetables and build a rich soil that is full of life. With The Healthy Vegetable
Garden, growers of all levels will start reducing incidents of pests and diseases
while creating a verdant habitat—all without the need for fertilizers, pesticides, or
weedkillers.
From Christian libertarian farmer Joel Salatin, a clarion call to readers to honor the
animals and the land, and produce food based on spiritual principles. What on earth is
THE MARVELOUS PIGNESS OF PIGS? It's an inspiring call to action for people of
faith . . . a heartfelt plea to heed the Bible's guidance . . . . It's an important and thoughtprovoking explanation of how by simply appreciating the marvelous pigness of pigs, we
are celebrating the Glory of God. As a man of deep faith and student of the Bible, and
as a respected and successful ecological family farmer, Joel Salatin knows that God
created heaven and earth and meant for all living organisms to be true to their nature
and their endowed holy purpose. He intended for us to respect and care for His gift of
creation, not to ravage and mistreat it for our own pleasure or wealth. The example that
inspires the book's title explains what Salatin means: when huge corporate farms
confine pigs in cramped and dark pens, inject them with antibiotics and feed them
herbicide-saturated food simply to increase profits, they are not respecting them as a
creation of God or allowing them to express even their most rudimentary uniqueness Page 25/29
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that special role that is part of His design. Every living organism has a God-given
uniqueness to its life that must be honored and respected, and too often that is not
happening today. Salatin shows us the long overlooked ethics and instructions in the
Bible for how to eat, how to shop, how to think about how we farm and feed the world.
Through scripture and Biblical stories, he shows us why it's more vital than ever to look
to the good book rather than corporate America when feeding the country and your
family. Salatin makes a compelling case for Christian stewardship of the earth and how
it relates to every action we take regarding our food. He also opens our eyes to a
common misconception many Christians may have about environmentalism: it's not a
bad thing, and definitely not just the province of secular liberals; it's really a very good
thing, part of heeding God's Word. With warmth and with humor, but with no less
piercing criticism of the industrial food complex, Salatin brings readers on a fascinating
journey of farming, food and faith. Readers will not say grace over their plates the same
way ever again.
Small-scale meat processing and preservation for the home cook. Nutrition,
environmental impact, ethics, sustainability-it seems like there's no end to the factors
we must consider when we think about our food. At the center of the dietary storm is
animal-based agriculture. Was your beef factory-farmed or pasture-raised? Did your
chicken free range, or was it raised in a battery cage? Have you, in short, met your
meat? Most efforts to unravel the complexities of the production and consumption of
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animal protein tend to pit meat eaters and vegetarians against each other. The Ethical
Meat Handbook seeks a middle ground, arguing that by assuming full responsibility for
the food on our fork, and more importantly, the route by which it gets there, animals can
be an optimal source of food, fiber, and environmental management. This hands-on,
practical guide covers: Integrating animals into your garden or homestead Basic
butchery: whole animal, primals, subprimals, and end-cuts, including safety and knife
skills Charcuterie: history, general science and math principles, tooling up, and recipes
Culinary highlights: getting creative, preparing difficult cuts, sauces, ferments, difficult
cuts and extras. Eating diversely may be the most revolutionary and proactive action
we can take to ensure the sustainability of our food system. The Ethical Meat
Handbook challenges us to take a hard look at our individual dietary choices, increase
our self-reliance and at the same time enjoy delicious food that benefits our health and
our planet.
Contrary to popular belief, a good living can be made on an organic farm. What’s
required is farming smarter, not harder. In The Organic Farmer’s Business Handbook,
Richard Wiswall shares advice on how to make your vegetable production more
efficient, better manage your employees and finances, and turn a profit. From his
twenty-seven years of experience at Cate Farm in Vermont, Wiswall knows firsthand
the joys of starting and operating an organic farm—as well as the challenges of making a
living from one. Farming offers fundamental satisfaction from producing food, working
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outdoors, being one’s own boss, and working intimately with nature. But, unfortunately,
many farmers avoid learning about the business end of farming; because of this, they
often work harder than they need to, or quit farming altogether because of
frustrating—and often avoidable—losses. In this comprehensive business kit, Wiswall
covers: Step-by-step procedures to make your crop production more efficient Advice on
managing employees, farm operations, and office systems Novel marketing strategies
What to do with your profits: business spending, investing, and planning for retirement
A companion CD offers valuable business tools, including easy-to-use spreadsheets for
projecting cash flow, a payroll calculator, comprehensive crop budgets for forty different
crops, and tax planners.
At Clay Bottom Farm, author Ben Hartman and staff practice kaizen, or continuous
improvement, cutting out more waste--of time, labor, space, money, and more--every
year and aligning their organic production more tightly with customer demand. Applied
alongside other lean principles originally developed by the Japanese auto industry, the
end result has been increased profits and less work. In this field-guide companion to his
award-winning first book, The Lean Farm, Hartman shows market vegetable growers in
even more detail how Clay Bottom Farm implements lean thinking in every area of their
work, including using kanbans, or replacement signals, to maximize land use;
germination chambers to reduce defect waste; and right-sized machinery to save
money and labor and increase efficiency. From finding land and assessing
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infrastructure needs to selling perfect produce at the farmers market, The Lean Farm
Guide to Growing Vegetables digs deeper into specific, tested methods for waste-free
farming that not only help farmers become more successful but make the work more
enjoyable. These methods include: Using Japanese paper pot transplanters Building
your own germinating chambers Leaning up your greenhouse Making and applying
simple composts Using lean techniques for pest and weed control Creating Heijunka, or
load-leveling calendars for efficient planning Farming is not static, and improvement
requires constant change. The Lean Farm Guide to Growing Vegetables offers
strategies for farmers to stay flexible and profitable even in the face of changing
weather and markets. Much more than a simple exercise in cost-cutting, lean farming is
about growing better, not cheaper, food--the food your customers want.
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